CHAPTER FIFTEEN
(U) THE FBI’S INVESTIGATION OF WEN HO LEE AND SYLVIA LEE:

AUGUST1998TODECEMBER1998
Questions Presented:

b1

Question One:

What happened to t h e { B L A N K }

Question Two: (U) How was the decision made that DOE would interview, and
Wackenhut would polygraph, Wen Ho Lee on December 23,1998?

Question Three: (U) Was that a bad decision?
(U) PFIAB Question #10: Why DOE, rather than the FBI, conducted the
firstpolygraph examination in this case when the case was an open FBI
investigation

A. (U) Introduction
One significant event, and one significant non-event, occurred in the Wen HO
LeeinvestigationinthetimeperiodofAugust20,1998toDecember22,1998. First,
there was the decisionby DOE to interview and polygraph Wen Ho Lee on December 23,
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b1

ordinary investigation. The Wen Ho Lee investigation had little traction and virtually no
momentum, and SO, any delay, however insignifcant, had a material and adverse impact.
Thisparticulardelay was not insignificantit essentiallyfroze the investigation in place
for four critical months.

it was unwilling to do so. And, yet, it was also unwilling to force

finally appreciated the implications of Director Freeh’s "take that right off thetable”
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who had supervised

the{BLANK}in SSA{BLANK}absence, agreed:

report”onthe{BLANK}

b6

b7c

Wen Ho Lee{BLANK}(AQI 4861)

The following day, August20, 1998, SSA{BLANK}asked for a "detailed
(AQI 1863) He also instruct
report"on the

On August

a?'"

I b1

24,1998,
[819] but it also omittedsome significantdetails.[820]

FBI

b1

[818]

2/28/00)

[819]Forexample,itincludedthefollowing

[820]Itomitted,forexample:
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On

August

b1

Nor was FBI-AQ doing anything about
ineitherSeptemberorOctober
effortby
theAGRT
that he had to "admit" he
b7c
b6

FBI

SA{BLANK}told

saidSSA{BLANK}calledhimtoask:

[821]
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(AQI
4774)

Unfortunately

FBI

wasmissing.[824]ThiswasSA{BLANK}firstinklingthattherewasaproblemwith

{BLANK}

[822]
SA{BLANK}note attributes the deliquency
(AQI
eventually
4773)turn
While
out to
that
bemay
eightaccount
months.for two weeks, itdoesnotaccountfor

[823]Ina

[824]Themissinportion,seeAQI4691-4694,includedsomesignificantpoints
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b1

b1

(AQI6597)

Anotherthreeweekselapsed.

FBI
b6,b7c
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b1

FBI
b6

b7c
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FBI
b6

SSA{BLANK}

This unfortunate saga, as stated above, cannot be attributed entirelyto
certainly
must
bear the largest measure of responsibility.
also responsible.

SA{BLANK}andSA{BLANK}are

SSA{BLANK}after all, was the one who insisted on

{BLANK}

before submitting a FISA application. He did precious little to pursueproductionof
them. It is probable he brought the
1998 and he placed one call each to S
21825) Given that Director Freeh
FISA applicationwould be submitted

(Compare AQI 4662-4663 with AQI 4688-4689.)

FBI
b6 I
b7c

2/28/00) It was done. (AQI 6222)
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{BLANK}No,thiswasa
Director himself to

No, this was a
matterthatcouldhavebeenresolvedatafarlowerlevel.NSDForcould
whatever
have reason,
made it so ut
for NSD, which it was not.

first,
of
course,
it
would
have
had
to
be
critical
apriority

FBI
b6
b7c

November4,1998.
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b1

b1

Ultimately, the failure to
in a,timely
fashion is anotherreflection of the lack of priority given this case by FBI-AQ and by
NSD. Either entity could have{ B L A N K }
and quickly.
Neither entity did.

completely

C. (U) The events leading up to the DOE/Wackenhut interview and polygph of Wen

(U)For more than two years, the Wen Ho Lee counterintelligence investigation

had proceeded as ifFBI-AQ had all the time in the world. Periodically, there would be
complaints about the slow pace of investigation and there would be a brief flurry of
activity (e.g., April and May 1997), but it would soon subside. In December 1998, that
would all change, and it would all changepermanently.

of{BLANK}

In part, this was a product
years of frustration with FBI-AQ,
which finallyemerged in itsbriefing of incoming ASAC Lueckenhoff on October 31,
FBI 1998. This did lead to significantactions, includingthe replacement of S
b7c {BLANK}and the submission of a new request for FISAcoverage. SeeChapters and 16.

{BLANK}

b6,b7c

(U) Farmore significant however, were events occurring outsidethe FBI.From

1996-1998, DOEhadstoodonthesidelinesofaninvestigationinachronicstateof

arrhythmia. And, for those two years, DOE had deferred to the FBI. Now,however,
thanks to the FBI, DOEhad a headof counterintelligencewho was himselfan FBI
veteran. Ed Curranhad been hand-picked by the FBItobe the first head of DOE’s new
Office of Counterintelligence. In proposing his name to DOE,AD Lewishad described
Curran as "a highly qualified candidate to design and manage a comprehensive
Counterintelligence (CI)and Security Program at the Department of Energy (DOE).”
(FBI 20956) Curran,said AD Lewis, "brings over 35 years of experiencewlth the FBI,
including extensive Foreign Counterintelligence(FCI) and management assignments."
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(Id.)That experience was about to have a dramatic impact on the Wen Ho Lee
investigation

(U)Curran, to say the least, was not hapy about the status of the Wen Ho Lee
investigation. Although he had not taken office at DOE until April 1, 1998. (FBI 7152),
he had heard "rumblings" about it before he began.[830] However, it was not until after he
went out to Albuquerque, as part of his initial review of the CI programs in the national
laboratories, that he became "very concerned" about the Wen Ho Lee investigation.
FBI (Curran8/31/99) "Ed was saying," according t
an FBI agenton detail to
b6
Curran,“they[’ve]got to get this case moving."
15/00) Curran was asking SA
b7c {BLANK} ”Where’s[the] conclusion?" (Curran

2/9/00)

in{BLANK}and

b1

Curran told the AGRT he had "absolutelyno confidence”
what
he perceived as the FBI's inability to bring the case "toan end." His view was that the
FBI was "not doing what it should be doing.” that
a failure,
and that the "game [was] over." Yet what he was hearing from the FBI in e fall of 1998
was that it intended to revisit the FISA issue again. He could not see how that could be
productive because, in his view Wen Ho Lee "was onto them"and had “all his antennae
up" as a result of
8/31/99 and 2/9/00)

the{BLANK}was

the{BLANK}(Curran

(U) Then there were four other factors:

(U)First, andnewpromptly
SecretaryofEnergy, Bill Richardson, had been sworn in on
receiveda briefing paper from
on Wen Ho Lee
the

Curran

August 18,1998,

the

investigation. (DOE2384) Secretary Richardsonalso got theNotraTrulock briefing in
the DOE SCIF. He was “impatientwith the case." (Richardson3/7/00) As Currantold
AD Gallagherat the time: SecretaryRichardsonwas frustratedand felttheneed for
action. (Gallagher 10/28/99) HeviewedLeeas apotentialspyatLosAlamos.
(Richardson3/7/00) The Secretary’s view
that DOE
"sitting on a powder key.”

was

(Id.)

[834](U)

was

was

An update on the case
given to SC Dillard on March 13,1998 with a
note indicating that it was drafted for Ed Curran. (FBI 13017)
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classified information. At a Cox Committee briefing, Curran heard the FBI
and SC Middleton) describe Wen Ho Lee's actual access. It was the firsttime, said
b6
Curran,that "he heard in detail [the]facts of the case." (Curran 8/31/99) "Until [the]
b7c briefing," he "thought Wen Ho Lee [was] just working on old codes." He "found out at
the briefing that he had access to current codes [andthe] vault.” (Curran2/9/00) Mr.
Curran’s reaction was, "Ohmy God," particularly since he knew that there was no FISA
in place tomonitor what Wen Ho Lee was doing.

FBI

(UC{BLANK}

(U)Curranwanted to take decisive action, and hewanted to take it as soon as
possible. WenHoLeewasinTaiwanformostofthemonthofDecemberandwasdueto
returnonDecember21,1998. Curran recommendedtoSecretaryRichardsonthat”they

DOE b6,b7c
page612

from access. (Curran 2/9/00) SecretaryRichardson's view was that Wen Ho Lee was
dangerousIO have around arid he felt the need "to disciplinethis thing.” He “wanted IO
act” (Richardson3/7/00)and, according to a note from AD Gallagherto Deputy Director
Bryant, the Secretarywanted to act "as quickly as possible.” (FBI 7721).

(U)

FBIb6

b7c

Curran told the AGRT that he does not think the Cox Committee "influenced
events." (Curran2/9/00) It certainly influenced at least the timing of those events. On
December 18, 1998, U
wrotea note to the file concerninga meeting
The note referenced a plan or an b7c
interviewof Lee, followed by apolygraphof Lee, followed by a referral to
the FBI, presumably for a thorough and detailed interview. The note goes on to say: “[]
Curransaid before the Cox Committee Report comes out.[]” (FBI 11948,20325) That
same message was repeated in a note to Director Freeh from AD Gallagher that same day:
"OnDecember 17, and 18,1998, DOE counterintelligence advised they wanted to try and
neutralize their employee’s access to classified information prior to the issuance of a final
report by the Cox Committee.”[832] (FBI 16574) On the copy of the note obtained from
Director Freeh's files, there is also a note in the margin: "DOEwanted to act on Lee prior
to issuance of final Cox Rpt.” (Id.)

EdCurranandSSA{BLANK}
administrative

DOE
b6,b7c

with{BLANK} DOEb6,

(U)Curran's view was that DOE's interview of Wen Ho Lee was to serve one

principal purpose: "to takehim out of access." (Curran2 /9/00) It was to be a "pretextto
take him out of access." (Id.)The interview was not intended to be either detailed or
comprehensive. Rather,it “was to bevery shallow.”(Id.) “Thiswas nevermeantto be a
substitutefor [an] FBI interview." (Id.)

(U)

FBI-AQ however,was notready to do a subject interview of Wen Ho Lee.[833]

CurrantalkedtoSACKitchenwasindicatedthatFBI-AQneededtimetointerview
neighborsand co-workers before interviewing WenHo Lee.(Id.)DirectorFreeh and

[832](U)Thetypewritten
The typewritten

note actually reads "prior to the conclusionofthe Cox
Committee hearings this month.” The underlined words are crossed out and the “report”
languageinserted in its place.

[
8
33]
(
U
)
That FBI-AQ was stlll not ready to interview Wen Ho Lee after
investigating him for most of five years, is a matter discussed in some detail in Chapter 4.
page613

b6

b7c

about DOE doing the polygraph rather than the FBI. She felt
actually d “heartburn”
that an FBI examiner would bo more experienced for purposes of the interview, and
actually knew a Bureau polygrapher who had a PRC background and spoke Chinese.
9/10/99) Moreover, as discussed in Chapter 4, she didnot accept that Lee
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While SC Middletonstated that he would rather have had the FBI make the initial contact
with Wen Ho Lee, the problem was with approaching Lee. In his view, there was a better
chance that Lee would agree to be interviewed by DOE than by the FBI. (Id.)
(U)Initially, the interview was set for December29, 1998. (FBI 11947, 20325)
Secretary Richardson was told by Curran on December 21st that "DOE
Counterintelligenceintends to conduct this interview before the end of this calendar
year." (DOE3570) That, apparently, was too long for DOE to wait. By the next day, the
plan had been pushed up a week. (FBI 11944,20324) Wen Ho Lee would be
interviewed and polygraphed the day he returned to work.

C. (U) Discussion
In the year 1998, Wen Ho Lee had three encounters with counterintelligence
personnel, once
from his first trip to Taiwan), once
and once on December23,1998
b1 on August 19, 1998
(afterhisreturn
5471, FBI 1350, AQI 49-52)
Although this was an FBI espionage investigation, all three interviews were conducted by
DOE counterintelligence personnel. Even Wackenhut had access to Wen Ho Lee before
the FBI.
(U) The interview and polygraph of Wen Ho Lee should have been done by the
FBI. Secretary Richardson's frustrationwiththe investigation, and Curran's
determination to remove Wen Ho Lee from access,
of course, understandable The
investigation haddragged on for an unconscionably longperiod of time and had

were,

amazinglylittle to show for it. Nevertheless, WhenCurranbroachedhis plan for aDOE

interviewandaWackenhutpolygraph,theFBIshouldhavesaidno.
(U) Thearesixreasonsforthis:

(U)First,
w
hile
Currancontemplated that the FBI would conduct a subsequent in
depth interview of Wen Ho lee,it was just as likely - or more likely-that this interview

would be the only interview of Wen Ho Lee, particularly ifWen Ho Lee flunked the
polygraph, or refusedthe polygraph, eitherofwhichwould result in the initiation of DOE
terminationproceedings. (See DOE 3570)
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FBI
b6
b7c

LeehadbeenexpectingtohearfromtheFBIformonths.{BLANK}DOEb6,

the{BLANK}interview,

at the conclusion of
had specifically told him
that he would be notifying the FBI for theirfollow-up.

b1

Lee’sprior experiences with the FBIhadnotbeen unpleasant.

b7C

It is

truethathehadbecomeenmeshedinthe

{BLANK}
andhehaddonesoin

1982-1984,buthehadalsogottenhimselfunmeshed,
part specifically because ofan FBI polygraph.

retiredfrom the FBI on December 1,1998 and began at LANL on b6
9/13/99) He was first briefed on the case December 16, b7c
December 14,1998.
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Ho Lee was well aware of this. In fact, at one point, he had been debriefed
himself. See Chapter 3.
(U)Lee might well take an FBI polygraph request as both more serious arid
less consequential than a DOE request. It was more serious because it was
the FBI, not his own office’s counterintelligencepersonnel, who were
asking for his assistance. And he might have viewed it as less

FBI
b6
b7c

I

consequential for the reason cited by
job; the FBI could not.

SSA{BLANK}DOE couldtake his

In short, in the FBI vs. DOE calculus, there was at least as much, ifnot more,
to suggest that Wen Ho Lee would be more receptive to an FBI polygraph than to suggest
(U)

the reverse.

(U)Fifth, regardless of the fact that SAC Kitchen bad heard that the Wackenhut
polygraphers were “pretty good" and that Curran "vouched for tehm” (Kitchen9/10/99),
there is something bordering on the absurd in having a private security firm take what is
certainlyone of the most - perhaps the most - critical step in an entire counterintelligence
investigation, Even if the FBI had reason to believe it would get to do a follow-up
interview of Wen Ho Lee, what possible reason did it have to believe it would get to do a
follow-uppolygraph of Wen HOLee? Indeed, Lee’s initialreaction in February 1999 to
askedto take a second polygraphwas
Thus,by letting DOE take charge of the polygraph,
to Wackenhut control over what might well turnout to be the one andonlypolygraph that
would ever take place m this long-term espionage investigation.

{BLANK}9/7/99)

theFBIwasceding

(U) Finally,thereis the matter of timing,and DOE’s determinationthatWen Ho

LeebeinterviewedandpolygraphedimmediatelyuponhisreturntoLANL. Curransaid

hewould have beenhappy to have had the FBIdo theinterviewand polygraphofLee.
“Please do it"would havebeenhis reaction. (Curran2/9/00) “Thiswas notyou do it our
way or no way." (Id.) And yet Curranwas clearly unwilling to letWen Ho Lee back
into X Division. The two events, however, were notjoined at the hip. It was only
because curran wanted to usethe interview as a “pretext” for moving Lee out ofX
Division that the two events were linked. The FBI couldhaveinsisted that theybe
unlinked and that Wen Ho Lee not be interviewed or polygraphed until the FBI was ready
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to do it themselves. After all, the FBI was only looking for two weeks, according to

what A D Gallagher told DeputyDirector Bryant. (FBI 7721) The Christmas holidays,
alone, could cat up most of that time, particularly since LANL was effectively shut down
over the holidays. If more time was required, there were any number of non-alerting
steps that could have been taken, such as a temporary special project or assignment, that
could have kept Wen Ho Lee out of access for a brief period of time until the FBI was
ready.
(U) Time was of the essence, but time had been of the essence for years. If it now
must take two additional weeks for the FBI to get ready to interview and polygraph Lee,
so be it. WenHo Lee’s access could easily be restricted for two weeks, or even longer.
It might not satisfy DOE’s goal of a resolution before the Cox Committee issued its
report, but that, after all, was not the point of the exercise.

(U) DOE’s determination to interview and polygraph Wen Ho Lee on December
23,1998, and the FBI's acquiescence in that decision, was understandable on the part of
DOE,and unfortunate on the part of the FBI. As would soon become clear, it was a
mistake with consequences.
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